Database Assistant Manager

JOB SUMMARY

The Database Assistant Manager upholds the critical role of maintaining the Little Green Light (LGL) donor database for Random Acts.

RESPONSIBILITIES

- Planning and use of database to inform reporting and data needs across Random Acts.
- Manages donor database, including maintenance, user accounts, changes, gift entry, reporting, queries and data clean-up projects with the goal of providing current, consistent and accurate data.
- Entry and processing of all contributions to Random Acts from receipt through acknowledgement
- Create and implement up to date standard operating procedures for entry and reporting and ensure all entries conform to these procedures.
- Reconcile and close monthly development financials
- Produces mailing lists, pledge remainders, and donor invoices on a timely basis as needed.
- Supports research and reporting of the Database Analyst.

DESIRED QUALIFICATIONS AND SKILLS

- Excellent communication skills
- Ability to research information and analyze data to arrive at valid conclusions, recommendations and plans of action
- Strategic thinker, ability to solve problems efficiently
- Strong analytical, research and problem-solving skills
- Demonstrate flexibility and adaptability in a fluid and rapidly changing environment
- Possess ability to work independently and take initiative, not requiring significant direction
- Intermediate experience using and developing visual analytics dashboards and reporting tools
- Experience with modern relational databases for ad hoc analyses
- Strong knowledge and working experience with data manipulation tools
- Intermediate-level knowledge of Microsoft Office 365, Excel/PivotTables, and other business intelligence/reporting applications or visual analytics
- Experience with Customer Resource Management (CRM) systems considered a plus